A reasonable theoretical model of the stress arch (SA) is the key to explore its morphological evolution, but the existing theoretical models of the SA have issues, such as simple parameters and disregarding hard roof (HF). To study the influence of motion-induced fracture of the HF on morphological evolution of stress arch (MESA), the dynamic relationship between the fracturing motion of the HF and evolutionary expansion of the SA was analyzed and a calculation model of coal/rock mass interfacial stress was introduced for theoretical SA model optimization. Hence, a recursive algorithm was used to derive the morphological evolution equation of the stress arch (MEESA) under the influence of the HF, and Flac3D was used to simulate the MESA. Results indicate that the SA is formed in the overlying strata after mining, and SA morphology is controlled by the HF and experiences dynamic evolution with the fracturing motion of the HF. Before the SA expands to HF, it presents arch-shaped free expansion. After SA expands to HF, HF has the shielding effect on longitudinal expansion of the SA, thereby SA presents semi-arch-shaped transverse expansion, and HF has a constraining effect on the SA and SA goes through longitudinal expansion rapidly after HF is fractured, therefore SA presents calabash-shaped expansion. MEESA fits in well with the numerical experimental result. Hence, MEESA can be used to describe SA morphologies accurately. The conclusions in this study can provide a theoretical reference for mine pressure control.
Introduction
Coal is the main energy source in China, and coal output has exceeded 1/3 of the total coal output worldwide [1] with the frequent occurrence of coal production accidents, especially accidents caused by mine pressure behavior severely impair the safety and efficiency of coal mining. As an important research content in the field of mining pressure and strata control, stress field evolution in the mined overlying strata is important for the stability analysis of surrounding rocks, mine pressure behavior control, and reasonable roadway support [2, 3] . Mining-induced stress is generally acquired through on-site measurement, but it is limited by stope arrangement, measurement cost, and measurement period. Measuring points cannot be arranged within a large scope of the mine, and the real-time tracking and monitoring of stress evolution during the mining process is difficult to realize. With the development of computer technologies [4, 5] , numerical simulation methods have provided effective analysis means for numerous scholars in the in-depth study of the evolution of mining-induced stress field. Numerical simulation methods can be used to analyze the distribution and evolution characteristics of mininginduced stress field intuitively due to their low cost and high visualization degree. However, numerical methods cannot be used to investigate the evolutionary laws and formation mechanism of mining-induced stress theoretically due to certain limitations. Thus, the mechanical mechanism underlying mining-induced stress formation should be determined, and a reasonable analytical model of mininginduced stress field should be proposed.
After coal seam mining, an arched mining-induced stress concentration zone is formed in the overlying strata. To study the arched distribution phenomenon and formation mechanism of mining-induced stress field, some scholars have analyzed the on-site stress environment and proposed stress arch (SA) theories [6] . SA is an arched stress concentration zone consisting of heavily stressed beams formed in the overlying strata under the self-organizing effect and is an arch transfer path of surrounding rock loads in the stope. On the one hand, studies on SA have established theoretical SA models by using three-hingedarch model. On the other hand, researchers have studied arch stress distribution features and evolution laws of mininginduced stress field via numerical simulation methods. These studies have effectively explained the periodic weighting phenomenon on the working face, systematically investigated the evolutionary laws and stress distribution features in mining-induced stress field, and provided a theoretical foundation for the stability analysis of surrounding rocks in the stope, mine pressure behavior control, gas transport, and extraction effect. However, studies related to the SA do not analyze the morphological evolutionary characteristics of the SA under the influence of hard roof (HF) in the overlying strata. Coal seams reserved with HFs account for approximately 1/3 of the total coal seams in China [7, 8] . HF can control the overlying strata motion and has a considerable importance on the SA evolution due to its high strength, considerable thickness, and strong integrity [9] . Meanwhile, existing SA models in the stope are controversial in terms of the value range of parameters used in the calculation of horizontal thrust of the arch foot, which results in the differences between analysis results and coal mining site.
Hence, the dynamic relation between the fracturing motion of the HF and evolutionary expansion of the SA was analyzed in this study, and the morphological evolutionary laws of the mining-induced SA under the influence of the HF were investigated to provide a theoretical foundation to control intense mine pressure behavior on the working face.
State of the art
Numerous scholars have carried out a considerable number of studies on SA in the overlying strata of the stope and played a guiding role in the engineering field. However, these studies mainly concentrate on the influences of mining width, lithology of surrounding rocks, mining rate and reserved coal pillars on morphological evolutionary features. Corkum et al. [5] analyzed the SA morphology in horizontal layered strata, developed 2D and 3D numerical simulation models on the basis of the measured field data, and applied these models to mine design. The developed model could be adopted well to mine design after calibration. Wang et al. [10] used Flac3D numerical simulation method to study influences of the surrounding rock strength, mining rate, and coal seam dip angle on SA morphology. The results indicated that as the advancing distance increased, the SA morphology in the horizontal coal seam changes from flat shape into arched shape and the arch thickness and the peak stress at the arch foot increased, thereby improving the strength of surrounding rocks in the stope and mining rate could improve SA stability. Vaziri et al. [11] found that an arched stress concentration zone was formed in the overlying strata after rock drilling in the soft strata and built an analytical model of the arched stress concentration zone, which was verified through numerical simulation. The results indicated that an arched plastic zone was formed in the overlying strata, where the zone undertook loads from the overlying strata, and the pressure was transferred into the two sides of the zone. Zhu et al. [12] used a numerical simulation method to study mining-induced SA morphology in the overlying strata during roof supporting by gob-side entry retaining and collar pillar reservation in the goaf. When gob-side entry retaining supporting method was adopted in the adjacent goaf, the SA presented half-space ellipsoidal shell morphology in the 3D space, and a wide pressure relief zone was formed in the overlying strata in the stope. When pillar reservation mining method was adopted, the mining-induced SA presented an m shape due to the stress concentration of coal pillars. Dynamic strata disasters within a large scope were caused by the instability of coal pillars. Shabanimashcool et al. [13] used an energy method to analyze the pressure arch, established an iterative solving algorithm, and used numerical simulation and experimental methods to verify the algorithm. The results indicated that the increase in elasticity modulus of the beam increased the horizontal stress of the pressure arch in the beam, thereby increasing sliding risks. Xie et al. [14] used a numerical simulation method to analyze the influence of lithological change of surrounding rocks on the mechanical features of the SA by combining with field measurement. The results indicated that, with the enhancement of lithology, the height of the SA was reduced and its shape turned from arch shape into flat shape. The bearing capacity systems of surrounding rocks differed due to different lithology. The SA in the soft rock was the main bearing capacity system. In the mediumhard rock, the SA and basic roof jointly undertook the loads in the overlying strata. In the hard rock, SA essentially overlapped with basic roof. On the basis of numerical simulation method, Li [15] found a natural SA existed nearby the tunnel wall and used SA theory to establish an artificial SA by anchor bolt supporting to improve the stability of the underground chamber. Angus et al. [16] studied the relationship between SA effect and seismic anisotropy through coupling simulation. The results indicated that the capabilities of the SA effect and two-side burdens that undertook loads restricted the overall change in effective stress and seismic anisotropy. Kong et al. [17] used a 2D numerical simulation method to study the formation features of the SA, defined the internal and external boundary lines and centroid line of the SA, and evaluated the influences of different geological intensity indices, burial depth, stress ratio, and geometric characteristics of the chamber on the SA morphology. The results indicated that the influences of burial depth and stress state on the stability of the SA were greater than those of geological intensity index and geometric features of the chamber.
The studies above have mainly used numerical simulation and similarity model methods to study the influences of structural parameters of the stope on the SA morphology. To carry out additional profound studies on the formation mechanism and distribution morphology of the SA, numerous scholars have established mechanical SA models from the angle of structural mechanics, derived morphological equations of the SA, and used models to study morphological evolutionary characteristics of the SA further. On the basis of physical similarity simulation and numerical simulation results, Yang et al. [18] analyzed the mechanical features of the pressure arch, built an analytical model, derived its morphological equation, and analyzed instability models of the pressure arch. Considering the side pressure coefficient and arched roof structure, Dancygier et al. [19] established an analytical response model of an overlying dynamic arch structure in the excavated chamber under the effect of ground static load and verified the model through example analysis. Yang et al. [20] established a 3D analytical model of the mining-induced SA, acquired the morphological evolution equation of mining-induced stress and scope of mining-induced fracture development, studied the relationship between the morphology of mining-induced SA and the parameters of mining-induced fracture development, and revealed the evolutionary characteristics of mining-induced SA and dynamic effect of mininginduced fracture development. The models mentioned above calculate the horizontal thrust of the SA foot by using the controversial rock Protodyakonov coefficient. Thus, the differences in calculated SA morphology are significant. These models also do not consider the influence of the HF on the morphological evolution of the SA (MESA).
Therefore, in this study, we analyzed the dynamic relationship between the fracturing motion of the HF and the evolution of the SA on the basis of SA theory. We also introduced the calculation model of the coal/rock mass interfacial stress to calculate the horizontal thrust of the arch foot and optimize the theoretical model of the SA. Therefore, a recursive algorithm was used to derive the morphological evolution equation of the SA (MEESA) under the influence of the HF. Numerical simulation was used to study the influence laws of motion-induced fracture of the HF under different advancing distances on the morphological evolution of the mining-induced SA, and the results were fitted with the derived equations for verification. The derived equations were finally applied in engineering practice. The study can provide a theoretical foundation for mine pressure control and stability analysis of surrounding rocks in the stope.
The rest of this study is organized as follows. In section 3, the SA morphology under the influence of the HF was analyzed, the theoretical SA model was optimized, and the MEESA was derived. In section 4, the morphological evolution laws of the SA were studied by FLAC3D, and the MEESA was applied in engineering practice. The final section is a summary of the paper, where related conclusions are provided.
Methodology

SA morphological analysis under the influence of HF
After coal seam mining, an arched fracture failure zone is formed in the overlying strata in the goaf (Fig. 1 ). An arched stress concentration zone is formed in the strata outside the fracture failure zone under the self-organizing effect, and this arched stress transfer path is called SA. When SA expands to the HF, SA cannot expand upward due to the bearing characteristics of the HF, and HF undertakes loads from the overlying strata due to plastic bending deformation. With the advancement of the working face, the HF goes through instability and fracture. A voussoir beam structure is formed in the failure zone, and combinational cantilever beams are formed in the overlying soft strata. Outside the failure zone, the SA experiences deformation. The secondlayer arched stress concentration zone on the basis of the HF is formed in the overlying strata, and complete arched stress transfer path cannot be formed in the overlying strata below the HF under the effect of the HF. Similarly, with the advancement of the working face, the SA morphology in the overlying strata outside the failure zone experiences continuous dynamic changes under the influence of motioninduced HF fracture. Meanwhile, the structures in the failure zone, such as voussoir beams and combinational cantilever beams, continuously expand and experience gradual evolution upward and toward the advancement direction with fracture of the HF and instability of the SA. The support resistance in the stope is derived from the strata motion inside the failure zone and sudden instability impact of the SA. The SA morphology under the influence of motion-induced HF fracture is shown in Fig. 2. 
Theoretical SA model
To derive the morphological SA equation theoretically and study SA distribution form and formation mechanism, we introduced the calculation model of the coal/rock mass interfacial stress for the optimization of the theoretical SA model. The SA stress-bearing analysis is shown in Fig. 3 [21] . The arch crown undertakes uniformly distributed load q , which is calculated using the equation q = H γ (where H is the mining depth of the coal seam, and γ is average volume weight of the overlying strata). The two sides of the arch body undertake uniformly distributed horizontal load q λ ( λ is the side pressure coefficient The torque equilibrium equation of point c is taken, and horizontal constraining force AX F at the arch foot can be obtained as follows:
)
An arbitrary point p is taken from the left span of the SA, and the following equilibrium equation can be obtained through the stress bearing analysis, as follows:
The equilibrium equation of the force along the x axis is presented as follows:
According to the equilibrium equation of the force in x direction and torque equation of point p, the reasonable arch axis equation of the SA can be obtained as follows:
When 0 λ ≠ , the following can be obtained through conversion:
where
According to Equation (5), SA shape is a part of the elliptic curve, where its horizontal semiaxis length is U λ ; the vertical semiaxis length is U; and the coordinate of the center point of the circle is (0, U), which is located below horizontal line AB of the roof in the stope. According to Equation (1), SA height can be obtained as follows:
According to the calculation model of the coal/rock mass interfacial stress [22] , the horizontal shear resistance H F at the arch foot is presented as follows:
where the distance from coal/rock wall to the peak stress is calculated as 0 1 sin ln( ) 2 1 sin
, the distance from the peak stress to the primary rock stress is presented as The horizontal constraining force of the arch foot is the horizontal shear resistance, AX F = H F is the set in Equation (1), and then the arch height under critical state can be solved.
According to the above derivation process, an arched stress concentration zone is formed in the surrounding rocks of the stope, and SA is formed in the surrounding rocks under the self-organizing effect after coal seam mining. The SA body is inside the unmined coal/rock mass around the stope, arch foot is located at the edge of the unmined coal seam at the side wing, and horizontal thrust at the arch foot consists of the horizontal shear resistance of surrounding rocks in the two walls. SA is not a single arched path line but an arch shell structure with certain thickness; its internal boundary consists of peak stresses in the strata, and the influencing SA width extends to the primary rock stress zone.
The MEESA under the influence of motion-induced HF fracture
According to SA morphological analysis under the influence of motion-induced HF fracture in section 3.1 and its morphological equation derived in section 3.2, MEESA under the influence of motion-induced HF fracture was derived.
When the SA expands to the HF, its morphology experiences deformation due to the HF, and its horizontal development is temporarily interrupted. With the continuous advancement of the working face, the HF experiences deformation, fracture, motion, and subsidence, and the nextlayer arched stress concentration zone on the basis of the HF are formed within the bearing scope of the HF. The morphological evolutions of the SA in different motion phases of the overlying strata and the rock beam structural evolution in the failure zone can be divided into different phases according to the fracturing order of the HF. When the advancing distance of the working face is 1 L (Fig. 4a) , SA (the first-layer arched stress concentration zones) does not expand to the first-layer HF, thereby presenting arch-shaped free expansion in both vertical and transverse directions. The SA itself exists in the unfractured overlying strata. The pressure relief zone is located below SA. At the same time, the morphological equation of the first-layer arched stress concentration zone is as follows: When the advancing distance of the working face is 2 L (Fig. 4b) , SA expands upward until it reaches the first-layer HF, which experiences bending subsidence. Then, a rock beam bearing structure is formed, and SA cannot get over the HF in developing upward. When the first-layer HF is unfractured, SA presents semi-arch-shaped transverse expansion.
When the advancing distance of the working face is 3 L (Fig. 4c) , the first-layer HF is fractured, SA rapidly expands upward and the second-layer arched stress concentration zone is formed in the overlying strata. Then, SA (the firstlayer and second-layer arched stress concentration zones) presents calabash shape. In the failure zone, a voussoir beam structure is formed due to the fracture of the first-layer HF. The morphological equation of the second-layer arched stress concentration zone is as follows: 
where 1 C L is the initial caving interval of the first-layer HF, and 01 x is the distance from the fracturing point of the firstlayer HF to the peak bearing pressure.
1 C L is calculated as follows:
where 1 k δ is the tensile strength of the first-layer HF, and 1 k h is thickness of the first-layer HF.
As the working face is continuously advanced, the SA expands upward until it reaches the second-layer HF. As the second-layer HF experiences plastic deformation, a rock beam bearing structure is formed on the second-layer HF. Outside the failure zone, the SA experiences continuous morphological changes under the influence of the HF. The rock beam structure in the failure zone experiences gradual evolution with expansion of the SA under the influence of motion-induced fracture of the HF.
According to the inference above, when the advancing distance of the working face is ( 1) C m L − is calculated as follows:
where ( When the working face advanced to 2 m L + , the SA expands upward until it reaches the mth-layer HF, a rock beam bearing structure is formed due to the bending subsidence of the mth-layer HF, and the SA experiences continuous morphological changes.
In summary, the SA morphology is controlled by the HF and presents dynamic evolution with the fracturing motion of the HF. Before SA expands to the HF, it presents archshaped transverse and longitudinal free expansion. After SA expands to HF, HF exerts a shielding effect on longitudinal expansion of SA and SA mainly presents semi-arch-shaped transverse expansion. After HF is fractured, SA rapidly expands longitudinally, and a layer of arched stress concentration zone is formed. Therefore, SA presents gradual evolution from arch and semi-arch shapes to calabash shape with the advancing distance of the working face, and HF exerts a constraining effect on the SA. After the SA expands to HF, linkage effect existed between the fracture of the HF and the expansion of the SA, thereby influencing the motion of the rock beam structure in the failure zone.
Experimental results analysis
MESA numerical simulation analysis under the influence of HF
To verify the correctness of MEESA under the influence of the HF and study stress distribution features in the SA, we used FLAC3D software to carry out a numerical simulation study in this section.
Numerical simulation was carried out under the background of engineering geological conditions of one working face in Datong Coal Mine. The coal and rock mechanical parameters are shown in Table 1 . To improve the operating rate and for convenient observation, we used a 2D model (model size: 300 m × 250 m [length × height]), and the number of grid cells was 223,200. Free boundary was adopted as the upper boundary of the model, while fixed boundary was used as the lower boundary, and the horizontal displacements of left and right boundaries were constrained. The distance of 100 m was reserved for both sides of the model to eliminate the boundary effect, and the working face advanced along the positive direction of X axis.
Mining at 4 m was simulated every time (100 m). The coal seam thickness was 10 m. The distance from the HF to the coal seam was 60 m, and the thickness of HF was 20 m, as shown in Fig. 5 .
Fig. 5. Geometric model
The maximum principal stress and plastic zone graphs of the surrounding rocks in the stope under different advancing distances are shown in Fig. 6 . After the excavation of the coal seam, the principal stress in the overlying strata experiences deflection, and an arched stress transfer path is formed. When stress concentration exceeds rock mass strength, the rock mass experience plastic deformation. With the advancement of the working face, the plastic deformation zone gradually expands, the rock strata fall under the effect of gravity stress, and the stress concentration zone is transferred into the deep parts of coal and rock. The overlying strata experience failure when the advancing distance of the working face is 32 m. The height of the plastic failure zone and the SA are 47 m and 36 m respectively. The partial SA crown is located in the bending subsidence zone of coal and rock, and the stress inside the SA is in the range of 11-14 MPa, as shown in Fig. 6a . When the advancing distance of the working face is 60 m, the failure scope and degree in the overlying strata increase and the height of the plastic failure zone is 78 m. HF experiences plastic bending deflection, and maximum stress within the bearing scope of the HF is 17 MPa, as shown in Fig. 6b . When the advancing distance of the working face is 88 m, the height of the plastic failure zone is 125 m, HF is fractured, and the overlying strata go through deformation and failure. The second-layer arched stress concentration zone is formed, its height is 42 m. The plastic deformation height is 45 m, the maximum stress within the bearing scope of the HF is 18.6 MPa, and the stress in the SA is in the range of 13-15.6 MPa, as shown in Fig. 6c . The motioninduced HF fracture controls the evolutionary expansion of the SA. (8) and (9) To verify the MEESA under the influence of the HF, we monitored the maximum principal stress position and value at each stratum in the simulating mining process. The monitoring data are fitted with MEESA, and the fitting results are shown in Fig. 7 . When the advancing distance is 32 m, the monitoring data fit well with the morphological equations. When the advancing distance is 88 m, the arched stress transfer path formed in the first-layer arched stress concentration zone is incomplete due to the influence of the HF, however, the fit between the second-layer arched stress concentration zone and morphological equations is extremely good. The fitting results prove the correctness of MEESA under the influence of the HF.
The results indicate that coal seam mining breaks the stress balance in the primary rock; stress is redistributed in the strata; stress concentration and dissipation occurs; SA is formed; stress distribution is nonuniform in SA, and the stresses in the arch foot and crown are the maximum. After the SA expands to the HF, SA experiences dynamic evolution with motion-induced fracture of the HF, and the HF controls expansion of the SA and bears the loads in the overlying strata.
Engineering case
For example, in the stope of Datong Mine Area, the MEESA was used to calculate the support resistance on the working face. After the multilayer Jurassic thin coal seams in the overlying strata in Datong mine area are mined, 3#-5# carboniferous ultrathick coal seams are mainly mined at present, and the support resistance on the working face mainly comes from multilayer combinational cantilever beams and key strata-fracturing masses in the failure zone. According to key strata theory and physical-mechanical parameters of coal and rock, key strata position and their weighting interval can be determined, as shown in Table 2 .
According to MEESA, the SA scope and number of rock strata in the failure zone under different advancing distances are determined, and the resistance calculation equation of the working face is used to calculate the resistance of the support, as follows [23] : Before the instability and fracture of key strata I, SA presents semi-arch-shaped transverse expansion. The height of the rock beam structure in the failure zone is the distance from key strata I to the coal seam, which is 10.5 m; 1#-3# strata are in the failure zone; and the support resistance on the working face is 1.99 MN, which can be obtained through the resistance calculation equation. When the advancing distance is 66.45 m, key strata I experiences critical instability, and the second-layer arched stress concentration zone is formed. The height of the second-layer arched stress concentration zone is 27.1 m, which is greater than the distance from key strata II to key strata I, by using Equation (10) . Hence, the height of the second-layer arched stress concentration zone is determined after the fracture of key strata I, and soft rocks synchronously cave with key strata I. Rock stratum height in the failure zone is 44.5 m, 1#-6# strata are in the failure zone, and the support resistance on the working face is 11.08 MN. When the advancing distance of the working face is 73.1 m, key strata II experiences critical instability, the third-layer arched stress concentration zone is formed, and the arch height is calculated as 25.9 m by using Equation (14) . Hence, the SA height is 94.6 m. The 1#-9# strata are in the failure zone, and the support resistance on the working face is 13.13 MN. According to the field observation [23] , the support resistance in Datong Mine Area is in the range of 0-14 MN. The theoretical calculations agree with field observation, and the study can provide a theoretical basis for mine pressure control. 
Conclusions
To study the morphological evolution laws of the mininginduced SA under the influence of motion-induced fracture of the HF, we introduced a calculation model of the coal/rock mass interfacial stress for the optimization of the SA model, on the basis of which the MEESA under the influence of the HF was derived. Flac3D software was used to simulate the MESA under the influence of the HF, and the result was fitted with the derived equation for verification.
The main conclusions could be drawn as follows:
(1) The calculation model of coal/rock mass interfacial stress is introduced to calculate the horizontal thrust at the SA foot, and the mechanical model of the SA is optimized.
(2) The SA morphology is controlled by the HF and experiences dynamic evolution with the fracturing motion of the HF. Before SA expands to HF, it presents horizontal and transverse arch-shaped free expansion. After SA expands to the HF, HF can exert shielding effect on longitudinal expansion of SA, and SA is mainly manifested by semiarch-shaped transverse expansion. After HF becomes fractured, SA rapidly goes longitudinal expansion, the nextlayer arched stress concentration zone is formed, and the SA presents calabash-shaped expansion. The SA morphology gradually evolves from arch and semi-arch shapes to calabash shape successively with motion-induced fracture of the HF, and HF has a constraining effect on SA.
(3) Numerical simulation method is used to analyze the stress distribution features in SA under the influence of the HF and verify correctness of the MEESA, and the fitting result is good. Equations are used to calculate the support resistance on the engineering field, and the results agree well with the monitoring mine pressure data.
In summary, the derived MEESA under the influence of motion-induced fracture of the HF can describe the evolutionary characteristics of the mining-induced SA extremely well, thereby laying a theoretical foundation for the further analysis of mine pressure behavior and stability of the surrounding rocks. However, this study only investigated the influences of motion-induced fracture of the HF under different advancing distances on the MESA but did not analyze the influence of the parametric change in the HF on the SA morphology. Therefore, further works should be carried out to study the influences of thickness, stratum position, and mechanical features of the HF on the SA morphology in the stope.
